
 

Concept Abstract 
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video. Abstract 

submission is required before concepts are posted online. 

 

 

In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.) 

    MINE GO Team: 

    Our concept is based on the development of a mining-themed video game where through the passage through 

    different levels, the player will be able to visualize different minerals followed by the corresponding information, 

    highlighting the importance of mining today. The game will be available on Android and iOS for the general 

    public. 

 

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining. 
   Mine Go is a video game where you, through the journey of each level, will obtain a different mineral and 

   then use them in the creation of objects that are used in daily life, in this way we seek to inform how 

    important minerals are in daily life by changing like this people's perception of mining. 

 

 

 

In a few words, describe your intended audience. 
   The Mine Go video game, being easy to download and use, is accessible to any public that has access to the 

     internet on electronic devices, our target audience being children and adolescents in order to insert a  

     positive perception of mining that transcends over the years. 

 

 

 

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do 

you think your concept will reach? 

    The projected scope of use of the Mine Go video game is around 22,000 people from the age of 8, and  

     it will also be initially available in Spanish. 

 

 

 

 

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or 

sponsored. 

   The proposal of our project is the development of a video game, called Mine Go, that can be easily downloaded 

   from the Play Store and App Store. Mine Go uses different characters, tools, minerals and landscapes for its 

   evolution in the different levels; That is why, due to its design complexity, a trained professional such as a 

    software developer is necessary to help us make the project come true. The cost of the project would be 

    based on the payment of the software developer which is equivalent to approximately 2,000 US dollars. 

 

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept. 
   The public will reinforce the knowledge about the importance of minerals from remote times such as the 

   prehistoric ages until now, they will also be able to know what minerals are used for the manufacture of  

   objects for daily use. 
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